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Palm Sunday celebrated in Union
A group of University of Maine students worship at Palm Sunday Mass in the Bangor Lounge
in the Memorial Union Sunday. Palm Sunday is the beginning of Holy Week, which ends next
Sunday with Easter. (Photo by Scott LeClair.)
Pay raises on hold for
non-union employees
BOT names new president for USM
ORONO (AP) — University of
Maine System trustees Monday
appointed a Connecticut educator
to head the state's second-largest
campus and responded to a bleak
fiscal outlook by suspending previ-
ously scheduled pay raises for nearly
1,000 non-unionized employees.
Richard L. Pattenaude, 45, will
take over July 1 as head of the
University of Southern Maine, suc-
ceeding Patricia R. Plante who
stepped down last year.
' A former political science MO
fessor, Pattenaude comes to Maine
from Central Connecticut State.
University, where he has served
since 1986 as vice president for
academic affairs.
"I am honored to be chosen and
am enthusiastic about leading the
university," Pattenaude said. "USM,
with its quality faculty and staff,
already is a major intellectual and
creative resource for southern
Maine. I look forward to building
on that tradition and establishing
even stronger ties to the communi-
ties and constituencies the universi-
ty serves"
Pattenaude comes to the univer-
sity at a time when administrators
are wrestling with fiscal problems
stemming from a steep decline in
state revenues arising from the re-
gion's economic slump
Trustees said suspension of the
7 percent scheduled pay raise for
983 professional and classified
employees who do not belong to
See USM on page 12
Lick's tenure has been 'absolutely positive'
By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer
Two weeks ago, the Universit”.
of Maine lost its president.
"We're looking for someone
who can provide strong leadership
to FSU for the next ten years," said
Florida State University Chancel-
lor Charles Reed, when he and
Assistant Chancellor Roy McTar-
naghan visited the Orono campus
last month.
Apparently, he and the Board
of Regents saw those qualities best
represented in Dr. Dale W. Lick,
because on March 12, they selected
him to serve as FSU's next presi-
dent.
Inside
Sen. Mitchell speaks
on global warming.
See page 3
Sports
Cornics
page 13
page 12
Weather
Today: Sunny, with
increasing clouds
later. Temps 45-50.
Tomorrow: Chance
of rain and windy.
Highs near 55.
Lick's appointment to FSU
ends a brief, but active five years
of leadership at UMaine.
"President Lick has been ab-
solutely positive," said Chancellor
Robert Woodbury.
Woodbury believes that under
Lick's leadership, "significant,
positive changes have taken place
all across the institution," making
UMaine a "higher quality univ,mi-
sity, more oriented to serving the
state of Maine."
Woodbury said Lick arrived at
UMaine in 1986, shortry after a
Visiting Committee reported the
university had "a lot of weakness-
es."
Since then, "major improve-
ments have occurred," he said.
According to Thomas Aceto,
vice president for the Administra-
tion, Lick is "a very positive hn-
man being" who has "given the
institution a greater confidence, and
instilled into it a great deal of pride.
"I think the quality of students
and faculty has improved," he said.
Aceto said under Lick, UMaine
has seen an increase in research,
external fund-raising and a greater
focus on improving the status of
women and minority students on
campus.
Aceto said the increase of
UMaine's private donation over
See CHANGES on page 11
Dale Lick, seen here add ressing students, faculty, and staff about
budget cuts, has worked hard to improve the University of Maine,
according to Chincellor Robert Woodbury. (Photo by Scott LeClair.)
Students in the dark on budget crisis
• By Stephanie McKeen
For The campus
An informal survey of students
at the University of Maine indi-
cates those surveyed were largely
uninformed about recent budget
cuts.
Eighty percent of the students
are apprehensive about the cuts,
yet unaware of the actual impact
they had overall
Sixty percent believe they were
directly affected by the cuts. Course
limitations and the quality of
classes were the most common
complaints.
As sophomore Jenn Marshall
put it, "The quality of education
has decreased since the cuts. I am
taking classes that I don't want,
becaase nothing else was avail-
able."
Eric Puls, a sophomore, said,
"Thee of the classes! was going to
take were cut out..; that's a direct
effect!"
Courses weren't the only things
affected by these cutbacks. Thirty
percent of the students are aware
that tuition will go up, and are
concerned.
"I3ecause of the increase in tu-
ition, I am going to have to apply
for scholi rships to help with
school," said sophomore Wendy
Woodbury
Not only was Woodbury con-
cerned about tuition, but also about
being a UMaine athlete. She said
the change in the quality of the
swimming program has been a
signif cant One
"Getting rid of one coach, and
combining the men's and wom-
en's swim tearas, was a pretty big
adjustment. It':; not as easy to have
individual attention."
The crisis had a large impact on
Pals. "I guess you could say I am
risking my life because of this
crunch," he said. "My only choice
was to join the National Guard in
order to go to school. Who knows
what is next?"
Others weren't so concerned.
"The budget didn't really change
my life any. My schooling is al-
ready paid for," said Jeff St. Pierre.
Similarly, first-year. student
Lincoln Mcray said,"! haven't had
any problems with cutbacks yet,
but I imagine this is only the be-
ginning."
Besides being directly affected
by this dilemma, 80 percent of the
students that were questioned ad-
mit they know very little about the
pinch.
All of the first-year students
said they were not real familiar
with the financial problems. "I've
only heard from ueperclamen,
that things were a la better in the
past. I guess my tuition is going up
too," added Mcray
Junior Scott 13radeen said he
was forced to dri've to Bangor re-
cently, when he broke his finger,
because Cutler Health Center was
closed
The majority of students said
that they received most of their
information about the cuts from
The Maine Campus, peers and
professors. Twenty percent /match
the news, and the rest were indif-
ferent.
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Court agrees to hear case on smoking
By James !I. Rubin
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court Monday agreed to decide whether
federal law shields cigarette companies from
claims that they do not give smokers adequat e
warnings about health hazards.
The justices, for the first time granting
review in a dispute over the dangers of
smoking, said they will enter a long-running
battle between the tobacco industry and the
family of a New Jersey woman who died of
lung cancer.
A ruling in the case of Rose Cipollone is
expected in 1992. If the tobacco industry
loses, it could face new lawsuits seeking
untold millions of dollars.
The ease
 acted on Monday began in 1983
when Antonio and Rose Cipollone of Little
Ferry, N.J., sued three companies that man-
ufactured the cigarettes she smoked.
A federal jury in 1988 ordered Liggett
Group Inc. to pay Antonio Cipollone$400,000, but absolved Philip Mortis Inc.
and Lorillard Inc , owned by Loew's The-
atres Inc. The award was the nation's first
money damage judgment ever against the
'tobacco industry.
Mrs. Cipollone, who smoked more than a
pack of cigarettes a day for over, 40 years, died
in 1984 at age 58.
Her Itusband died in 1990 at 66. The
couple's son, Thomas, has carried on the legal
fight.
The Philadelphia-based 3rd U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals last year overturned the$400,000 award and ordered a new tri3I that
could lead to a bigger judgment agairzsl the
tobacco industry
The appeals court ruling potentially ex-
panded the scope of the case against the
industry.
But the cigarette companies prevailx1 in
the lower courts on the issue before the Su-
picille Court Monday - whether the Federal
Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act shields
the industry from post-1965 claims over the
adequacy of health warnings.
The law, which took effect in 1966, requires
all cigarette packages and cigarette advertis-
ing to contain a health warning.
As amended in 1970, it says; "Warning:
the Surgeon General has determined that
cigarette smoking is dangerous to your
health."
The law was amended again in 1985 to
authorized alternative wafflings that contain
more specific admonitions.
The 3rd Circuit court in 1986 said the
federal law pre-empts state-law claims accus-
ing the tobacco companies of misleading
advertising or failure to warn smokers ade-
quately.
The appeals court reaffirmed that ruling
last year when it ordered a new trial in the
Cipollone case
The rulings, to a substantial degree, mean
that claims of false advertising and related
claims against the companies in the 3rd Cir-
cuit are limited to their conduct prior to 1966
The 3rd Circuit cowl's ruling is binding in
New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware.
Mrs. Cipollone, who started smoking at
age 16, said she was influenced greatly over
the years by cigarette advertising and industry
health claims. She once said, "I was sure that
if there was anything that dangerous, that the
tobacco people wouldn't allow it and the
government wouldn't let them" sell ciga-
rettes.
The cigarette companies joined Thomas
Cipollone in urging the Supreme Court to
review the pre-emption issue.
The industry said the 3rd Circuit Court
ruling is "plainly correct" but that other courts
have disagreed, and the justices should settle
the conflict.
New Americans fight oily inferno of KuwaitBy John Pomfret
Associated Press Writer
GREATER BURGAN OIL FIELD, Ku
wait (AP) — The wind ripples over a deathly
lake of crude. Like stationary tornadoes from
hell, scores of oil fires roar red, black, and
searing.
An American oil firefighter places anoth-
er pinch of tobacco between his cheek and
gum, and spits.
"We kill oil wells," drawls Mike Petrus, a
33-year-old Texan. "I guess that makes us
special."
Petrus and his colleagues have got a lot of
killing to do — fleeing Iraqi troops ignited
about 600 oil wells in Kuwait which bum
about 6 million barrels of oil daily, crude
worth more than $100 million.
On Monday, Petrus and four other spe-
cialists with Boots and Coots Co. of Hougon,
Texas, turned off a well that had spewed crude
over an area the size of a baseball diamcnd.
The action, demanding lots of technique
but only a few turns of a wrench, was one of
the rust moves in the biggest job these men
have ever had
Firefighters expect it will be at least :wo
years before plumes of smoke cease blacken
Kuwait's skies, turning day into night and
filling the air with poisonous hydrocarbons.
In some places the oil lies almost a foot
thick. In others, tufts of desert brush poke their
blackened heads above the goo. Barbed wire
hid under the crude in several places — a grirn
reminder of war.
Heading the Crew in several places — a
grim reminder of war.
Heading the crew was Boots Hansen, a
stocky, white-haired 65-year-old known as
the "little ,general" to his men. The tough-
talking Texan doesn't suffer fools gladly and
supervises operations closely
"Wanna go for a ride, fellas, and watch us
get dirty?" Hansen said, cracking a rare, wry
smile as the day began. He and his men wear
bright white to fight oil fires. By the end of the
day they are smeared black.
Other companies, like' Red Adair's team,
wear red. Joe Bowden's Wild Well Control
Inc. of Spring, Texas, Wears yellow.
"Some people may say we look kind of
funny, but if there's an oil fire in the neighbor-
hood, I don't think people would care what
you look like as long as you put it out,"
Bowden says.
News Briefs 
Maine police chief reacts
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — The police
chief in Maine's largest city has sent a letter
to police officers ordering them to "main-
tain your professional stature and impartial
attitude" in the face of open hostility.
Portland Pol ice Chief Michael Chi twood
said he decided to send the letter after he
watched a CBS news segment that focused
on the videotaped beating of a motorist in
Los Angeles, as well as police violence in
New York and Hartford, Conn.
"I feel it's important that people know
we are an integral part of society and that the
entire profession is not like the few shown in
TV," Chitwood said.
Smart to tile an appeal
CONCORD, N.H.(AP) — It will be
weeks before convicted murder accomplice
Pamela Smart files an appeal, one of her
lawyers said `Monday.
Mark Sisti said he and partner Paul
Towrney will file the appeal within 30 days
of Smart's sentencing on the two other
charges. He said there will be many issues
appealed.
New prison considered
AUGUSTA (AP) — -State corrections
officials are considering a Portland entre-
preneur's offer to build a medium-security
prison and a pre-release center.
"I'm not a believer at this point, but I'm
certainly open to discussing it with him,"
Corrections Commissioner Donald L. Allen
said of the offer from Donald W. Perkins Jr.,
president of the Maine Corrections Corp.
Shooting leaves 3 dead
MOSCOW (AP) — Shooting between
Georgians ,and Soviet troops killed at least
three people in the troubled South Ossetia
region of Georgia, according to an indepen-
dent news agency Monday
Interfax said a 12-year-old boy from South
Ossetia was wounded in a separate shooting
Sunday. It gave no further details, but the state
news agency Tass said Monday at least eight
people were wounded during Sunday's
fighting, which it said has "developed into
combat opera t ions."
Walesa praises America
CHICAGO (AP) — Polish President Lech
Walesa asked the largest community of Poles
outside Warsaw to invest in their homeland so
they can help stamp out Communism there
forever - and turn a buck.
"We must thank the American people and
the American taxpayers - it was your money
that helped us overcome the system. Now you
have a chance to get it back and even turn a
profit," Walesa said Sunday before 2,203
people at a rally in the State of Illinois Building.
Campaign seeks funding
AUGUSTA (AP) — Maine participant;
in a national campaign to end childhood hunger
today called for increased federal funding for
anti- hunger programs.
The Maine Coalition for Food Security
urged additional money for a variety of pro
grams, including school breakfast and lurid
programs, food stamps and for the special
supplemental program for women, infants
and children.
UMS appoints president
ORONO (AP) — A Connecticut educa-
tor hailed by colleagues as energetic and
experienced i:; the new University of South-
ern Maine president
University of Maine System trustees
Monday appointed Richard L. Pattenaude to
head the state's second-largest campus and
responded to a bleak fiscal outlook by sus-
pending previously scheduled pay raises for
nearly 1,000 non-unionized employees.
ME ties fatality record
AUGUSTA (AP) — Maine's seventh
snowmobile death over the weekend has
tied the state's record, a state official said.
Paul Fournier, spokesman for the De-
partment of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife,
said Monday the death of Paul Lee, 58, on
Sunday matches the total set in 1973-74 and
1974-75. He said most of the deaths in those
two years were related to thin ice, but only
one person broke through thin ice and
drowned this year. -
Bias law restricted
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court ruled today that U.S. citizens
working in foreign nations for American
companies are not protected by a federal
law that prohibits bias against women and
minorities.
By a 6-3 vote, the justices threw out a
suit by a naturalized U.S. citizen from
Lebanon who said that while working in
Saudi Arabia he was the victim of race
discrimination by Arabian American Oil
Co.
Sit-in held for dorm
FALMOUTH (APO) — Aboin 30 stu-
dents demonstrated today at the Baxter
School of the Deaf to protest the planned
closing of the school's dormitory.
The demonstrators outlined their con-
cerns in a meeting with school Superinten-
dent Kathy Fires, then began a sit-in at the
school.
Libbie Bush, assistant to the superinten-
dent, said the students are concerned that
they would lose 'their camaraderie if the
dorm closes.
Marcos' passport denied
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — The
government today rejected Imelda Marcos'
passport application, and the nation's chief
lawyer said the former first lady would be
arrested if she tried to return to her home-
land.
Mrs. Marcos applied Thursday for a
passport at the Philippine consulate in New
York, saying she wanted to come home to
bury her late husband, former President
Ferdinand Manus.
Germans upset with Kohl :
LEIPZIG, Germany (AP) — Mote than
85,000 demonstrators, many shouting anti-
government slogans, took to,the streets of
several cities on Monday to protest eco-
nomic misery in the former East Germany:
Demonstrators said Chancellor Helmut
Kohl had failed to keep election protases to
rapidly improve living conditions in eastern
Germany. "Kohl must go!" some protesters
yelled.
lltiji /6*, • al_ .1 "4",•-;
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Mitchell calls global warming 'real threat'
Senator George Mitchell chastised U.S. energy and pollution policy Monday at Hauck
Auditorium. (Photo by Scott LeClair.)
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By Michael Reagan atmospheric concentrations of carbon diox-
Staff Writer ide will double in the next century, primarily
due to the combustion of fossil fuels."
"Global warming is not a theory, is not a As a result, according to Mitchell, the
speculation, it's a real threat," said Senate global mean surface temperature could in-
majority leader George Mitchell Monday. crease 5-10 degiees Fahrenheit given the
Mitchell visited the University of Maine "busines; as usual" scenario.
to speak about the Clean Air Act and global "It's yery clear fi tam the report that action
climate change, giving many facts and figures must be taken to curb, to reduce, man-made
to illustrate damages to the ecosystem. emissions of so-called greenhouse gases," he
"For us to wait until there is scientific said.
unanimity means that on most public issues Despite this, the United States is alone
we would wait forever, since scientific una- among western nations to oppose efforts to
nimity is rare," he said. reduce the emissions of, greenhouse gases.
Opposition to the idea of global warming Mitchell called this a "profound error by
has come from individuals like White House the Bush administration that must be correct-
chief I staff John Sununu, who have ques- ed.
tioned the reliability of computer models. "The threat of global warming confronts
Mitchell cited an intergovernmental panel the entire world with an unprecedented chat-
on climate change, which was made up of lenge,' he said, "but also with an unprece-
hundneds of scientists, as an example of dented opportunity."
support for the idea of global warming.
"It concluded that it is virtually certain See LECTURE on page 5
TfiERE'S A JOB FOR YOU
IN SUMMER cAivw 
The American Camping Association (NY) will make your application
available to over 300 camps in the Northeast. Exciting opportunities for
college students and professionals. Positions available: al1 land and
water sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts and crafts, drama, r#usic., dance,
nature, tripping, R.N.'s , M.D.'s, athletic, wat4front, and boating directors.
Benefits may include college credit, traVel: expenses. Experience or
certification not necessarily required.
CALL OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION:
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION, 12 West 31st Street, New
York, N.Y. 10001 1-800-777-CAMP.
OFF CAMPUS
BOARD
ELECTIONS
for President
& Vice-President
will be held
Wednesday April 10th
Nomination forms due April 3
See Sue Poll for nomination forms
and for more information in the
Student Government office
3rd floor Memorial Union
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Bill would end permanent replacement workers
By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
WASHINGTON -- The latest battle
between business management and labor is
looming on the horizon as Congress gets set
to tackle legislation which would prohibit
the hiring of replacement workers during a
strike.
The bill, H.R. 5, is sponsored by Rep.
William Clay, D-Mo., and is currently co-
sponsored by 282 members of the House of
Representatives. It is endorsed by the AFL-
CIO, which said in a report that the legislation
would restore basic rights and stability in
labor-management relations through col-
lective bargaining
"At the heart of America's labor law is
the guaranteed right of workers to organize,
bargain collectively and strike if necessary
— without fear of reprisal or punishment by
the employer," said International Associa-
tion of Machinists Union (IAM) president,
George J. Kourpias.
Passage of H.R. 5 and its companion
legislation introduced in the Senate would
make it unlawful for an employer to offer
permanent employment to an individual
doing bargaining unit work during a labor
dispute. The measures would also bar em-
ployers from offering preferential benefits
and treatment to striking workers who cross
the picket line and return to work.
These bills, however, would not change
current practice which allows employers to
use temporary workers as well as managers
and supervisory personnel during a strike.
Unions have been lobbying Congress for
passage of H.R. 5, and "Senators and Repre-
sentatives who do not support anti-scab legis-
lation will not get one penny of IAM volun-
tary contribution money,Naid Kourpias•
While the bill is overwhelmingly sup-
ported by unions, and the AFL-CIO, it is
vehemently opposed by businesses who feel
it would give unions the upper hand when it
came to negotiating during a strike.
It is also opposed by the Bush Adminis-
tration and dile Secretary of Labor, Lynn
Mama
"Last week, I testified on behalf of the
administration against H.R. 5, legislation
which would bar employers from using per-
manent replacement workers during a dis-
pute ... As I said last week before that
committee, if enacted, the legislation would
eliminate a major check on precipitous
striking, promote increased labor unrest,
and disrupt the flow of commerce," said
Martin at a recent meeting of the National
Association of Manufacturers. '.
Rep, Cass Ballenger, R-N.C., called H.R
5 "probably the worst legislation I have seen
in my life."
Video beating puts onus on nation's cops
By Mitchell Landsberg
Associated Press Writer
The videot3ped beating of a Los Angeles
motorist has put police departments in the
spotlight around the nation and prompted a
new examination of some old questions:
How common is police brutality? How
many officer!. are punished? Which cities
have the most rogue cops?
The answer: It's hard to say.
There are few reliable nationwide figures
on police brutality, and an Associated Press
survey of selected U.S. cities shows no real
pattern in the rate of complaints against
police over the past five years.
The most striking thing about the statistics
may be how much they vary, suggesting the
colossal proportions of the task facing the
U.S. Justice Department. The agency was
ordered by Attorney General Dick Thorn-
burgh in the wake of the Los Angeles inci-
dent to review the use of force by police
nationwide.
"There are so darn many variables. I
don't think there is a national standard," said
Gerald Williams, police chief of Aurora,
Cob. Williams is president of the Police
Executive Research Forum, a national or-
ganization of police brass.
The FBI does have national statistics on
the number of police brutality cases it has
handled over the past few years - 2,501 cases
in fiscal year 1988,2,556 in 1989 and 2,427
in 1990.
But those represent only a fraction of all
complaints. In general, the FBI gets involved
in only the most serious cases
The figures that are available from local
law enforcement agencies for the past five
years only prove the futility of jumping to
any conclusions about trends in police bru-
tality.
There has been a rising number of
ION
complaints by residents of Cincinnati, Ho-
nolulu, Chicago, and Rochester, N.Y. There
have been fewer complaints in San Francisco
and New York. And the number has fluc-
tuated or held steady in Miami; Minneapo-
lis; New Orleans; Pittsburgh; Baltimore;
Richmond, Va.; Oklahoma City, and Boise,
Idaho,
The Rodney King beating on video by
an amateur, instantly made police brutality
a national issue, and police beatings else-
where in the past few weeks have received
far more attention than they might have
otherwise.
In Columbus, Ohio, the American Civil
Liberties Union said it has been getting
double its usual number of complaints about
police since the videotape first aired. At-
lanta's ACLU said complaints rose from
two or three a week to two or three a day after
the tape was broadcast.
In some parts of the country, however,
ORION FITNESS
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police brutality was a high-profile issue
before the King incident.
In Miami, violent confrontations between
police officers and civilians have been
blamed for race riots five times in the last 11
years The worst occurred in 1980, when the
acquittal of five officers in the beating death
of a black motorcyclist set off three days of
rioting in which 18 people were killed.
Tampa, Fla., was the scene of two days
of rioting in 1987 when a black assault
suspect died after officers used a contro-
versial chokehold on him.
Two months earlier, New York Mets
pitcher Dwight Gooden, who is black, was
beaten by Tampa officers during a scuffle
that broke out after a traffic stop.
Gooden pleaded no contest to resisting
arrest and battery and was placed on pro-
bation. But a police report on the incident
said it might have been avoided if a black
police officer had been present
Day care planned
for next month
(P1CS) — Registration for the April 15-19
Vacation Child Care Activities Program is
under way fot chilcken of University of Maine
students. Registration for children of faculty
and staff begins April!.
The program, scheduled to coincide with
public school vacation week, is designed for
children in grades kindergarten through 6.
The cost is $1 per half day.
Sponsored by the UMaine Childcare
Committee and psychology department, the
program is partially funded by the Compre-
hensive Fee
The center for the program will be the
Lown Room, Memorial Union, with other
activities taking place around campus Hours
are a.m to 5 p.m
Registration material is available at the
commuter services office in the Union.
The Maine Campus, Wednesday, March 27, 1991
Baseball, the budget all business for DevinoBy Jill Berryman
Staff Writer
Dean Stanley Devino of the College Of
Business Administration finds pleasure in
watching Black Bear baseball, partly because
the starting outfield majors in business ad-
ministration.
"I like to think that it was not only the
baseball program,, but the quality of our
business program, that attracted them to the
University of Maine," said Devino.
Whenever time permits, Devino goes to
home games
I' 4 "It's amazing how well our baseball team
does with the limited outdoor season we
have here," said Devino "I've caught a
good many colds standing in the wind and
the rain, but every year I still go watch."
Devino is the first and only dean of CBA.
He joined the faculty in 1960, and in 1965
the CBA was established. At that time, only
four percent of those students in the CBA
were women
"The number of women business majors
is now up to 40 percent," said Devino.
"Career opportunities have increased dra-
matically, which I'm happy to see."
According to Devino, when the CBA
was established, there was one woman fac-
ulty member Currently, thirty percent of the
tenured faculty are women, and the same
percentage are on the tenure track.
"I have made a concerted effort to attract
and retain women to our faculty," said
from page 3
Mitchell noted that never before in history
have all nations of the world faced the same
danger from which no one is protected.
"The challenge we face is to develop
effective ways of preserving natural systems
at the same time to improve of the people who
rely on those natural systems," Mitchell said.
In a question-and-answer session, Mitch-
ell was asked how the United States could
reduce carbon dioxide emissions without
changing the way Americans live.
He issued electric cars as a way to reduce
greenhouse gases, and said General Motors
will offer one to consumers in 1995.
An audience member then asked if re-
charging electric car batteries might increase
power demands and thus increase fossil fuel-
burning power plants and nuclear power.
Mitchell said that most recharging would
occur in the night hours, which is a time when
demands for electricity is lowest, and added
that hydropower suits this kind of usage.
"We can dramatically reduce oil con-
sumption by taking these steps," he said. "It is
not without some cost or risk as you suggest,
butt submit to you that the alternative is much
worse."
When asked why there is not a federal
campaign to reduce energy consumption,
Mitchell said it is for the same reason there is
no to effort enhance education and decrease
greenhouse gases.
"Public policy IS the direct result of elec-
tions," he said.
Mitchell noted that President Reagan
ridiculed energy conservation in the 1980
campaign and abandoned the conservation
work of the Carter administration after being
elected.
Piesident Bush's energy strategy includ-
ed increased production and consumption,
but no proposals for conservation, and,
Mitchell added, the president's approval rat-
ing is 90 percent in the polls.
Devino. "Especially to serve as role mode Is
for our students: I am extremely proud of
these women. They are excellent teachers
and are active in research."
Devino believes the strength of the CBA
is its faculty, as well as the student body,
which he describes as outstanding.
"Up until the first round of budget cuts
this college was in an expansion mode, but
now it has come to a grinding halt," said
Devino.
Devino thinks this is unfortunate, because
there are more. than 1,100 undergraduates
and nearly HX) candidates for the gtaduate
(MBA) program.
"We desperately need more faculty to
service our students," said Devino. "Classes
are far too large."
The CBA had also hoped to develop a
sixth concentration in the area of international
business, but are a couple faculty members
short of doing so.
Devino feels that the proposed concen-
tration is important for the university and the
state as a whole.
"American business today operates in a
highly competitive global market place,"
said Devino.
One element of the international business
concentration would be to require a third
year of college-level foreign language.
Devino believes the large percentage of
students and faculty at UMaine with Fran-
co-American backgrounds could be assets
to the program.
Pizza, Subs,
Stank" Devino, Dean of the College of Business Administration, says his college suffersfor lack of faculty, but has been able to weather the storm. (Photo by Tim Boyd.)
Have you paid your room
deposit yet? Room sign-up i
starts next week.
uidos. Lasagna, paghetti and Salads
•
SPRING PRICE BREAKS
Buy One.. .Get one FREE
Buy One Small Pizza,
Get One of Equal or Less
Value for FREE
(Limited to 3 Toppings)
Limit One Coupon Per
Customer Per Visit
Expires 4/30/91 IATZA
 
014
,
Manager's Special
TWO (14") Medium Single
Topping Pizzas
Only $9.95 + tax
Limit One Coupon
Per Customer Per Visit
Expires 4/30/91 %/TA 011t-
-r
-1-
Guido's Guido's Guido's
BUY TWO GUIDO'S AND
GET ONE FREE
Limit One Coupon
Per Customer Per Visit
Expires 4/30/91
4-
14 Park St
• Dine-In
• Open 7 Days a Week
-Take out & Delivery
Orono, Tel # 866-505
$1.00 OFF
Any Salad
Limit One Coupon
Per Customer Per Visit
Expires 4/30/91
FREE 16oz Coke
with purchase of
Lasagna or Spaghetti
Dinner
Limit One Coupon
Per Customer Per Visit
Expires 4/30/9,1011A ON,
Buy any large
Pizza Oven Sub-
Get a small of same kind
FREE
Limit One Coupon
Per Customer Per Visit
Expires 4/30/91
oil A Ofrk.41
FREE PIZZA
Buy any large Pizza
Get a small cheese
Pizza FREE
Limit One Coupon
Per Customer Per V1,-,11
Expires 4/30/91 c•CLZA OP%
FREE SODA
Dine in only-
Buy medium or
Large Pizza,
Get a Pitcher of Soda
FREE
Limit One Coupon
Per Customer Per Visit
Expires 4/30/91
,
Whole Wheat Pizza
$1.00 OFF
Any Size
Limit One Coupon
Per Customer Per Visit
Expires 4/30/91 „TAil A 014tA,
"
_
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Spent nuclear-fuel pool disaster feared
By Glenn Adams
Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA (AP) — Utility officials say
the latest attempt to force an early closing of
Maine Yankee would cause an economic
disaster in the state, which gets a quarter of its
power from the atomic plant.
But anti-nuclear activists say Maine faces
the potential of another kind of disaster if
there's an accident involving Maine Yan-
kee's ever-growing inventory of spent fuel.
"The spent fuel is in a building no stronger
than a Quonset hut," said Rep. Maria Glen
Holt, sponsor of a bill to close Maine Yankee
in mid-1992 if spent fuel that's been stored on
site for more than three years is not removed.
The Maine Nuclear Referendum Com-
mittee, Maine Citizens Against Nuclear
Dumps, and Citizens Against Nuclear Trash
all support the bill, one of a half-dozen radio-
active-waste bills aired by the Energy and
Natural Resources Committee on Monday.
Holt's bill would also set $10,(XX)-a-day
fines if the Wiscasset plant violates the shut-
down order. She said the constant growth of
the spent fuel inventory in a stort ge pool at
Maine Yankee is posing a mounting danger.
The Bath Democrat i:old the .:ommittee
that the storage pool was not de;igned for
long-term storage, adding that it's housed in a
structure that could not protect the waste from
a falling plane or contain a fire.
Charles Ipcar, a member of the Maine
Nuclear Referendum Committee board,
warned that such a catastrophic accident could
cause a Chernobyl-type catastrophe
1pcar added that the pool was originally
designed to hold 308 fuel ammblies, but over
the years Maine Yankee has won approval to
store more than four times that many.
A spokesman for the MNRC, whose three
referendum to close Maine Yankee have all
been rejected, said there's concern across the
state that Maine Yankee will become a per-
manent dump for "the most toxic waste... on
the face of the earth."
Tom Coffin played down suggestions that
the bill is an attempt to chase Maine Yankee.
"We do not feel Maine Yankee poses
anything but problems," said Coffin. But
closing it Is not the impetus for this bill"
The president of Maine Public Service
Co., which buys up to 45 percent of its power
from Maine Yankee, said he does not know
where northern Maine utility would buy re-
placement power if the reactor closes. But that
power vzould be more expensive, said Mel
Hovey.
"It would have a devastating economic
impact on the state of Maine," said Hovey,
who also defended the safety record of the
U.S. atomic power industry.
Maine Yankee spokeswoman Leann
Diehl, dismissing the bill as just another at-
tempt to close Maine Yankee, said it would be
"disastrous" to take Maine's largest single
source of power off line.
Diehl added that even if the bill is enacted
and Maine Yankee is closed, high-level waste
will remain at the site until the federal govern-
ment opens a storage facility. No such facility
Free
Speec
Get the ART Calling OM and your first call is free.
Ther's no better time to speak your mind. Because Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student Savernow when you get your free AT&T Calling Cant youll Plus7piwat .m, a vvhole package of products and servicesget your iiist 15-minute call free" des*- led to make a stud6rirs budget go farther
10
With yoLu AT&T Calling Caro( So look for AT&T Calling Card applications onyou can call !'.rom almost anywhere campus. Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655-to anywhere. And you can keep And let freedom ring.your card, even if you move and
get a new phone number
8 it (100
SICIf
00111, •1104,111,
AUL Helping make oAlege life a little easier
'A $300 value fora coast to-coast Cabig gird tall Appian to antomer dialed calls made tun%Me AT&T Night/Weekend oilingpenid, lIpm to thm, Sunday &tough Thuaday aad 11pnFriday through 5pm Sunday `16n may week more ar lem clang tame depa ding on where andwhen you call Apphcations must be :ccriled by December 31.
itregT
The right choice.
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is expected to open until several years into the
next century at the earliest.
State Public Advocate Stephen Ward said
it would be a waste of time for Legislature to
pass the bill while an existing state law barring
the storage of old waste is being challenged in
Kennebec County Superior Court.
Meanwhile, Maine is moving ahead with
plans to develop a dump for low-level radio-
active waste.
Maine faces a Dec. 31, 1992, deadline set
by Congress to have a site within the state or
risk being barred from sending its low-level
waste to South Carolina, Washington and
Nevada
But the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Authority says it would take at least three
years longer to develop an operating reposito-
ry for the waste, which includes tools, filters
and other radioactive waste from Maine
Yankee, research facilities and hospitals. It
does not include spent atomic fuel, or high-
level waste, which must be removed from the
environment for 10,000 years.
Israelis, Palestinians
like warring Orono
and Old Town
By Jess Carpenter
Staff Writer
Imagine the rmidenta of Orono and Old
Town at war. People arrested for no reason.
Families torn apart Homes demolished
Sound impasSible?
Yet change the names to Israelis and
Palestinians and the situation becomes very
real. Although geographically close, psycho-
logically they are worlds apart.
Sunday, Melanie Kaye Kantrowitz, an
associate professor cif writing at Vermont
College at Norwich lJniversity, told of the
conditions between Israelis and Palestinians
at the Unitarian Church in Bangor.
"What you're dealing with is two people
who have horrendously racist stereotypes,"
Kantrowitz said. "Yet, from the outside, you
can't tell them apart."
"If you do not know who they are and they
aren't wearing their tradi tional garb, you can't
tell who is who," Kantrowitz added.
Kantrowitz, a peace activist and worker in
the Israeli Peace Movement, passed around a
newspaper photo to show the violence in the
Middle Fast.
The photo showed the rubble of a Palestin-
ian man's house which had been blown up by
the Israeli army as punishment for his sus-
pected involvement in the stabbing of four
Israeli women.
"In an area where there is no due process,"
Kantmwitz said, "anything can happen that
the military wants to happen. The people who
suffer usually didn't do anything."
"One of the ways women have gained
power is partly by default," said Kantrowitz.
"Many men are locked up, deported, or ex-
pelled for no reason."
This is a common tactic used by the mil-
itary They choose men at random and put
them in jail claiming administrative deten-
tion.
"There is hardly a family in the occupied
territory that doesn't have someone in pris-
on," Kantrowitz said
The Israeli Peace Movement actively in-
volves women. They have organized support
groups and vigils in an attempt to end the
violence in the Middle Fast.
One of the most famous is the Women In
See KANTROWITZ on page 10
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TAs underpaid, overworked, but appreciated
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
If asked, most undergraduate students at
the University of Maine would probably say
being a student isn't easy.
Being a teacher isn't easy either, most
professors would argue as well.
For the best of both worlds, students and
professors: should look to UMaine's indis-
pensable and some argue invisible population
— graduate teaching assistants — for a first-
hand look at what it's like being a student and
a teacher at the same time.
Like hundreds of other schools across the
nation, UMaine's teaching assistants repre-
sent a unique combination found no where
else in the world of academics: relatively
inexpensive, quality teaching for the univer-
sity, in return for a tuition waiver and stipend
for the student.
"We benefit in these financial times because
they are not as expensive as full professors
teaching basic courses, but they're also im-
portant in the kind of teaching they allow us to
do," Eric Peterson, chair of the speech com-
munication department, said.
"They allow us to have small classes. We
couldn't do that is we didn't have TM.
They're a big benefit for us in that we can
teach the kind of course we want to teach,"
he said.
This semester, speech communication
has 10 teac4ing assistants teaching Funda-
mentals of Interpersonal Communication and
Fundamentals of Public Communication, to
an estimated 650 to 7(X) students. The quality
of the TM' teaching, therefore, not only
affects the attitudes of the students toward the
TA, but towards the entire department as well,
said Peterson.
Since the lower level courses are all many
students see of a given department and its
offerings, the TAs' teaching abilities can be
critical in influencing students feelings toward
a given major.
"The way Ti,‘s teach directly affects the
perception of our department and course," he
said. "In fact, a lot of our students who become
majors, do so only after they've had one of
(those) courses."
Charles Smith, chair of the physics and
astronomy department, agrees.
"I think in many departments, especially
the sciences, as much as one-third of the
contact time is with other students, primarily
because of the intensive lab experience," he
said.
Quality of teaching is a major concern to
many departments, with requirements rang-
ing from attending orientation sessions before
classes start, to accepting students with prior
teaching experience.
"We feel a real responsibility to the uni-
versity," said Pat Burnes, chair of the English
department. With 21 TM teaching College
Composition, the ultimate core course for
undergraduates, the English department gives
their TM a 25-hour orientation to teaching in
August.
The physics and astronomy department,
which last year chose six students out of 85
completed applications, has each instructor
give their TM an individualized orientation
specific to the course they will be wisting.
Speech communication holds an orienta-
tion prior to classes and requires first-tears
TAs to take a weekly class on teaching as
well.
Regardless of the training and their re-
TONIGHT!
THE LOGAN RUN 
Journey 140 miles by dog team from Alaska into Canada to the base
of Mount Logan with Jon Waterman and Mushers RICK ATKINSON
(Chanipion British Dog Sledder) and JOE RUNYAN ,(winner of the
Alaskan Iditalrod Race). Jon will retrace the original ascent of Mount
Logan in 1925 in his adventure film: THE LOGAN RUN. This unique
film combines the skills of dog sledding and mountaineering in a great
wilderness adventure. Come and enjoy the emotion, joy and frustration
of this two month expedition. The presentation will also include a slide
show of material not included in the soon to be released adventure film,
The Logan Run,
Tonight : Wednesday, March 27, 7:30 p.m.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
$1.00 Admission
This event is
sponsored by:
BOUND
---,N
CADILLAC \0AMOUNTAIN0  SPOR1S
sponsibilities, most TAs face at least 20 hours
of work per week on their course. Along with
their class responsibilities, TM also have their
regular degree work ranging anywhere from
six to nine credits per semester
All together, both aspects of a TM' life
makes their job a serious and time-conswning
endeavor — an aspect some undergraduates
may not recognize.
"I think the less experienced (undergrad-
uate) students seem; to forget that their teacher
is a student too, and that teacher is sitting
somewhere in a classroom or in their lab or in
the library," said Smith.
"They are a really important resource and
they don't get the recognition they should," he
said. "I think it 's part of the proc,e of learning
that's taken for granted and transparent."
Although not all undergraduates may
understand the TA's unique position, the
closeness in age can give them one of two
things -- a better sense ofapproachability and
communication, or problems controlling a
class of your peers.
"One of the benefits of having a TA," said
Peterson, "is it makes it easier to talk to the
instructor. The downside is it makes it more
difficult to maintain authority and control."
While benefits the TM give the university
and students may go unnoticed, the benefits
the university gives back to the TM are not.
Currently at UMaine, the stipend level for
TM is $5,900 for the academic year. While
departments may supplement that with addi-
tional departmental or grant money, the pay
vanes acrois cam pus and the Northeast region
as well. At $5,900, UMaine has one of the
lowest base pay levels in the region, accord-
ing to Smith.
"Our stipends are embarrassingly low,
both regionally and nationally," he said. "I
meet regularly with the physics department
chairs of the six northeast land-grant univer-
sities and all of those schools are substantially
higher. The University of Connecticut starts
at $9,000 and the University of Vermont is
$8,500 across the board of all disciplines."
Although he stipends are low, Smith said,
they had recently been raised and survived the
last round of budget cuts.
"Our campus is designated as the research
campus and we have an obligation to the state
to carry it out. From what I saw the last time,
President (Dale) Lick and the upper adminis-
tration did a very fine job in preserving the
TM' stipends and even increasing them a
little."
Yet, with new cuts on the horizon, the
See APPRECIATED on page 10
New From
Now At Dr. Records
$13.99 CD, $8.99 Cass.
Dr. Records - 20 Main - Orono
8 6 6 - 7 8 7 4
The Mountain Bike Repair
Specialists
MAIN ST MOUNTAIN BIKES
WE'RE BACK!
Featuring our 1991 Giant,
Bridgestone and Raleigh lines.
Repairs are our specialty.
.Tue-Fri 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Call for more details and for info. on other bikes
27 No. Main St • Old Town, Me 0,4468 • 827-0200
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Editorial
Students hit with
higher costs
Well, they did it.
On Monday, the University of Maine System trust-
ees held a meeting and made the budget cuts a reality for
everyone. t
One of the several major decisions made was to
increase tuition, as well as room and board at all insti-
tutions.
Overall, room and board was raised by an average of
5 percent, and tuition is expected to increase by 10
percent next fall.
Another blow UMaine students will receive is an
increase in the student-comprehensive fee. To be more
specific, make that an 84 percent increase.
That's right, eighty-four percent. This semester's
charge of $150 will soon be overshadowed (but not
forgotten) by the new-and-improved rate of $276.
Also, the trustees ignored student proposals to reverse
the decision to close the dorms of Hannibal-Hamlin and
Oak Hall.
And what about the faculty and staff? All employees
not in unions have been suspended a pay raise. That's
about 20 percent of the system's work force, or 983
people.
So, if the trustees won't listen to the students, who
will they listen to? The faculty? The staff?
It's time to get creative. Any suggestions? (ECH).
Mitchell a realist
During his lecture Monday in Hauck Auditori-
um, Senator George Mitchell sounded a bit frustrated as
he described his efforts for a clean air bill last year.
Since the clean air bill faced strong opposition by the
president and by many members of Congress, Senator
Mitchell said he and other supporters of the bill had to
compromise in order for the bill to survive.
The Clean Air Act of 1990 was not as strong as
Mitchell and others in Congress would have liked, but
it is now law, providing America with some hope of a
cleaner future.
But as Mitchell pointed out, just as he compromised,
his popularity with environmental groups dropped. He
opted to compromise rather than face "glorious defeat,"
as he put it. Some environmental groups opted to do just
that, and thus he lost some of their support.
Fortunately for Maine and for the nation, George
Mitchell is a pragmatist. "I prefer to make a law, rather
than a statement," he said.
Whether he is popular or not, he will remain true to
his goals of trying to work towards a better ecological
future, and unlike some, he will make tough choices and
has a far better chance of succeeding. (DHV)
Dale Lick in perspective
Now that Dale Lick has made
the announcement that he is
leaving, his term as UMaine
president has been re-hashed,
his ups, his downs.
A few on-campus authorities
have been consulted, with fond
farewells from some and re-
marks like "nice timing" from
others
But before the Lick years are
packed away and his portrait
joins be other immortals in the
periodicals room of the library,
Dale Lick the person should be
remembered.
Very polite and friendly in
person, Lick at the same time
seemed distant. He spoke to the
Student Semite whenever they
asked. And when important de-
cision; regarding UMaine were
being made, he always gave the
Maine. Campus a call to make
sure that students would get
filled in completely.
Ye' he wasn't the type of
president who would usually be
seen shooting the breeze with
students in the Union or stopping
to hal, e a bite to eat at the Den.
Students who have seen Lick
around campus can count the
times they have seen him on
one hand. At other colleges and
universities, sonic administra-
tors are called by their first name
by students and faculty alike.
The only time President Lick
was called "Dale" was behind
his Nick
He had his busy agenda and
went about it, being friendly
along the way.
In short, Dale Lick was an
administrator who lacked the
common touch. He wasn't a
bacicslapper, a joke teller who
had an easy way about him.
The term "politician" is often
reganled as an unpleasant word,
but politicians often strive to be
Michael
Reagan
oilMmiotimonlimmomme
available and to be regarded as
a friend by constituents.
Lick's hours were always
business hours. He always
seemed to have his guard up,
and never told stories about a
funny thing that happened on
the way to Alumni Hall.
Part of the reason Lick had
his guard up was because he
did not speak well in public,
especially when he made im-
promptu remarks. He had cor-
rect grammar, used a fancy
phrase now and then, but Lick
was unable to know what was
the right thing to say, and wIten.
No better example can be
given than the rally for the
budget which occurred last se-
mester. After the rally had
ended, Lick was being inter-
viewed by Channel 2 about his
perspective on possible budget
cuts. But as bespoke, more and
more students who had been
marching around the mall made
a circle around him, chanting
"Dale! Dale!"
Then he was invited to speak
over the pa system to students
about the rally. As Lick ap-
proached the makeshift stage,
the crowd moved over in front
of it.
"I support you," he said,"and
I think you're a fine example of
this university." Lick gave more
compliments ancLreiterated his
stand against further budget cu'
Usk was saying exactly what
the large' crowd of students
wanted to hear. The man who
seemed so distant was behind us.
Then he lost it.
"And," he added fatally,"if
there are tuition increases..."
The booing started. "I and the
Board of Trustees will make
sure that it will be as minimal as
pos4ible," he said.
Lick had to stop several times
because of the booing and
yelling while talking about tu-
ition increases, and left the stage
to a chorus of "Transfer!
Transfer!"
He was right, there would be
tuition increases, but he picked
exactly the wrong place to say
it. Tuition increases were quite
possible then, but he shouldn't
have said this in front of a crowd
of angry students. He was honest
while talking about the future,
but it would have been best if he
avoided that subject.
But he did. To do so would
not have been to face all of the
isSues. Part of any leadership
position, though, is to emphasize
the positive. That old lesson was
part of his inability to speak off
the cuff, because when he did,
he wasn't very good.
In fairness to our outgoing
president, no one individual
could have pleased all of
UMaine, with its various groups
and factions. But Dale Lick will
be one of those periodical room
immortals. Years from now,
and, if budget crises and other
troubles can be weathered,
centuries from now, students
will look up from their books
and see his portrait. For many in
that room, he will be the only
reminder of the late 80's and
early 90's. And for our sake,
Liick and other future presidents
deserve to be scrutinized.
Michael Reagan is a history-
journalism major .ifrom Port-
land, Maine
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ASAP's student weekly calendar for
BIER 
Mar. 27 to Apr. 3
Pr
 COME TO THE INFAMOUS
COFFEE
HOUSE
Movie at 7
EPIR:FLY
afterwards:
Justin Smith
and
gat Kate Donohoe
acoustic, folk & Blues
THE CAMPUS
 CRIER
 
700 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. North by Northwest
Sponsored by TUB.
Commuter Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.
7:00& 9:00 p.m. Feanue
Film. Sibling Rimery.
Sponsored by TUB & ROC
130 Little Hall. Fire.
700 p.m. Peace and Justice
Elm Festiva' Ah Wronenl 101
Neville Hall Free.
7:00 p.m. The Cow House.
Justin Smith and Kate
-Donohoe- accoustic, Num, and
folic
8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at
the Den.
700 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. North by Northwest
Sponsored by 'TUB.
Commuter Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.
W FKE
Saturday.t
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Canaria. Eterything You
Wonted tv Know About Sa But
Were Afruta to Ask Sponsored
by TUB. Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free.
8:00 p.m. Contradance.
Featuring the Mash Island
Band. Orono Community
Center, Bennoth Road,
Orono. Admission: $4.00
""41rtoorr",
NDER 
9:00 p.m. Conceit Common
Ailments ofMarerity. Spo
by WMEB. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Unicn. Fire.
•
Enchanted Night. March
28-30: 8:00 p.m., 31: 2:00
p.m. Pavilion Theater.
•Wednesday, March 27 to Wednesday, April 3
MOVIES
Wednesday 27
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Eirrything
You Wanted to Know About Sec But Were
Afiald to Ask Sponsored by TUB. Sutton
Lounge. Free.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Siang
Rivaby. Sponsored by TUB & ROC 130
Little Hall Free.
Thursday 28
11:45 p.m. Women's History Week Video.
Freedom Bags Eistport Hall Lobby, Bangor
Campus.
12:00 p.m. Women's History Week Video.
Burden cla War Women and Agent Orange.
Bangor Lounges, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. No by
Northwat Sponsored by TUB. Commuter
Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
University of Main:
Career Awareness Week
April 1-4, 1991
Monday, April 1
• 2:00 p.m. Careers in Social Chang. and
Social Service. Sutton Lounge.
• 3:15 p.m. Meet Tom Chappell- Informational
Discussion Period Palmcr Lounge,
Baseball Clubhouse.
.7:00 p.m. Social Responsibility and Ethics in the
Workplace. 101 Neville.
Tuesday, April 2
• 10:00 a.m. Career Center Tours. Wingate Hall.
• 2:30 p.m. Building Your Resume Through
Volunteerism. FFA Room.
•3:30 p.m. What Can I Do With a Major In...?
Bangor Lounges.
Wednesday, April 3
• 12:00 p.m. The Juggling Act: Balancing Work a
Fami6, Obligations. Bangor Lounges.
• 3:00 p.m. Women and Men in Non-Traditional
Careers. Swoon Lounge.
Thursday, April 4
• 2:00 p.m. Making the Transition from Full-Tim
Student to Full-Time ProftssionaL
Bangor Lounges.
• 3:30 p.m. Unique Alternative s filr New
Graduates. Sutton Lounge.
The Career Center
Wingate Hall
581-1359
The Campus
Crier
Countdown
to Freedom.
There are 28
days to
Maine Pay.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Siang
.Rivairy. Sponsored by TUB & ROC 130
Little Hai EXT.
700 p.m. PeaCC and Justice Film Festival Ah
P7omen! 101 Neville Hall. Free.
Friday 29
700 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. North by
Northwest Sponsored by TUB. Commuter
Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Saturday 30
700 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Everything
You Wanted o Know About Sex But Were
#aid to Ask Sponsored by TUB. Commuter
Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Monday 1
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. A Fist*
Dollan Sponsored by TUB. Sutton Lounge.
Free.
Tuesday 2
12.-00 p.m. No Popcorn Grimm The
Beguiled Sicasored by TUB. Surton Lounge.
Free.
Wednesday 3
1200 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Per Week
B g Adventure. Sponsored by TUB. Sutton
Lounge. Free.
700& 9:00 p.m. Ramie Film. The Rookie
Sponsored by TUB & ROC 130 little Hal.
Free.
ENTER
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The Campus Crier
MISC.
Wednesday 27
300 p.m. Blood Drive. Wells Commons.
Friday 29
4:00 p.m. International Coffee Hour. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Saturday 30
5:03 p.m. Great Northern Musde Gassic
Bodybuilding Show. 1:00 p.m., Pre-judging.
Sponsored by the Maine Bodybuilding Club.
Maine Center for the Arts. Admission: $5.00.
Monday 1
3:00 p.m. Volunteer Income Tax Assistance.
Memorial Union.
Tuesday 2
7:30 a.m. Yogi and Meditation. Wilson
Center, 67 College Ave. Call 866-4227 for
more info.
Soup Kitchen Soup Kitchen 
Soup Kitchen 
Wednesday 27 sEggrolls
Thursday 28 •Spinach and Mushroom Lasagna
Monday I 'Veal Parmigiana and Hot Dog
Bar
Tuesday 2 sFettuccini and Veggie White
Sauce
Wednesday 3 'Stuff Your Own Pita w/
Hummos, Tofu. Salad and More.
The Soup Kitchen is located at Fernald Hall snack
bar, and is open from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. The price is 0.95 and includes
tea, juice, yogurt, bread, and fresh fruit.
Stop by the Microcomputer
Resource Center for a
demonstration of the new
Macintosh LC, Macintosh si or
the Macintosh Classic,
Macintosh's new low cost
computers.
Campotifq& linanwamml Tociordoe)
Computing & Instructional Technology
11 Shibles Hall
NEED A RIDE?
Send information to 16
Chadbourne Hall or call
581— 4359
Ride Needed or 'Riders Wanted
Where to:
When:
Share in Gas? Driving? 47Name:
Phone #:
I he Campus Crier Wednesday, March 27 to Wednesday, April 3
MEETINGS
Wednesday 27
3:00 p.m. Support Group for Parents
of Children with Special Needs. Old
Town Room; Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association
Meeting. Students helping students,
past, present, and future. Crossland
Alumni Center. 581-ALUM.
6:00 p.m. Black Bear Mountain Bikers.
Organizing rides. Trail clean-up for
Maine Day. North Lown Room,
Mcmcrial Union.
6:30 p.m. Circle K. Lown Room,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. The Pre-Law Society. The
Profession of Law and How 7.0' Get
There. FFA Room, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Maine Outing Club. North
Lown Room, Memorial Union.
Thursday 28
1:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.
2:00 p.m. Maine Right to Life.
Abortion: Both Sides of the Issue. Pro
Choice vs. Pro Life- What's the real
issue? Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
3:00 p.m. Women's Center Meeting.
FFA Room, Memorial Union.
3:30 p.m. Off-Campus Board Meeting.
OCB Office, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. University Democrats.
Alumni Room, Memorial Union. New
members welcome.
6:30 p.m. Wilde-Stein Lesbian, Bi-
sexual, Gay Support Group Meeting.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Society for Creative
Anachronism Meeting. C.ome and
recreate European History. All are
welcome. Lengyel Gym.
4k4i
ammo.
Friday 29
12:00 p.m. Overeaters Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.
4:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting, Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.
Monday 1
12:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.
3:30 p.m. Loved Ones in the Middle
East Support Group. Sponsored by The
Counseling Center. Fernald Hall.
5:00 p.m. Peace Club Meeting. Stoddcr
Private Dining Room.
6:00 p.m. Campus Recycling Initiative.
General Meeting. Ham Room,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Anthropology Club. 1912
Room, Memorial Union.
Tuesday .2
3:00 p.m. Support Group for Students
with Learning Disabilities. Old Town
Room, Memorial Union.
4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee. The Virtue Room, The
Maple:;.
6:00 p.m. Student Government. 100
Neville. Hall.
7:00 p.m. Ad-Ventures. Advertising
Club. In the Reading Room, Lord Hall.
All majors welcome.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board General
Meeting. The Union Board Office, 2ND
Floor, Memorial Union.
Wednesday 3
7.00 p.m. U.S./Soviet Pairing
Program. Reorganizational meeting.
120 Little Hall.
RIDES
Rides Wanted:
•-to: Betlitekem/Nuristonn,.P.&or a NYC Train Station.  When: Any Weekend. Will share Gas
and Driving. Name: Elaine Wendt. Phone: 866-0234.
•-ro: Burlington. VT, When: Any Weekend. Will share Gas and Driving. Name: Chris Russo.
Phone: 581-4513.
PI*
SPEAKERS 4
Wednesday 27
12:15 p.m.Women in the Curriculum.
Grass Roots: The History of Local Womeni
Movements. Sponsored by TUB. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Creating
Study Groups. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Thursday 28
12:20 p.m. The Controversy Series.
Rethinking the Cold War: A Socialist
Perspective. Sponsored by MPAC and
TUB. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
1:00 p.m. Women's History Week.
Differences and Likenesses: German and
American Women. 103 Eastport Hall,
Bangor Campus.
4:00 p.m. Women's History Week. The
Three Facts ofEve: Women in Divided and
United Germany. Bangor Lounges,
Memorial Union.
Monday 1
12:00 p.m. Women's Rescource Center
Transition Team. A Discussion of the
Impact of Budget Cuts on Women at
UMaine. Lown Rooms, Memorial Union
Tuesday 2
12:15 p.m.Women in the Curriculum.
Female Strategies Among the Animals,
Including Us. Sponsored by TUB. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
'Education is not only books and music. It is asking
questions all the time. There are millions of us not
asking questions- taking the eary way out.
-Daniel Webster
Upcoming Outdoor Advennires
March
27: • The Logan Run by John
Waterman.
31: •Kayak Rolling Clinic.
April
5-7: •Beginner Rock Climbing,
'Low Ropes Course Facilitator
Training.
6: 'Ropes Course- Women.
_ 7: 'Rock Climbing- Parks Pond.
•0pen Pool Practice Session.
8: •Statt of Youth Rock Climbing,
12-14: 'Women's Rock Climbing.
Registration Deadline for most courses is five
days in advance. Spice is occasionally
available after deadlines. For more
information please 4a11 581-1794 or stop by
the Maine Bound office in the Union.'
r.
Wednesday, March 27 to Wednesday, April 3
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ENTERTAINMENT
Thursday 28
7:00 p.m. The Cape Howe. See
Front Cava-.
8:00 p.m. Thuaday Night at the Den. See ad
below.
Saturday 30
800 p.m. Contradance. Featuring the Marsh
Island Band Orono Community Center,
Bennoch Road, Orono. Admission: $4.00
900 p.m. Concert. Common Ailments cf
Maturi. Sponsored by WMEB. Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union. Free.
Monday 1
12:15 p.m. Monday Jan. Sponsored by
TUB. Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Free.
frisk 2
7:30 p.m. Concert. Dana Lyons &
Friends. Folk musician. Sponsored by
S.E.A.C. Damn Yankee, Memorial
Union. Free.
&Obi
Enchanted Night. March 28-30: 8:00
p.m., 31: 2:00 p.m. Pavilion Theater.
Notice
0.c.B.'s Talant Show which was going to
be held Wednesday, March 27, has been
postponed until Wednesday, April 10.
Thursday Night
at the Bear's
Den!
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Featuring:
*FREE
 Pizza at 8,p.m. Free
Popcorn
•C.ash Bar with I.D.
*Open to all ages
el‘lo cover charge
*Cheap prices on your
favorite libations!
Sponsored by Student Government.
The Campus Crier
RcLIGION
Wednesday 27
4:45 p.m. Catholic Liturgy. Newman
Center.
Thursday 28
12:00 p.m. Ecumenical Bible Study.
&odder Private Dining Room.
7:00 p.m. Catholic Liturgy: Holy
Thursday. Newman Center.
7:30 p.m. The Way Campus
Fellowship. Everyone is welcome to
learn and grow with God. Fellowship,
teaching on how to believe the Bible.
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Campus Crusade for Christ.
Program designed for spiritual growth
and development. North Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Friday 29 Good Friday
12:00 p.m. Ecumenical Good Friday
Service. The steps of Fogler Library.
12:00 p.m. Moslem Prayer.
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union.
3:00 p.m. Catholic Liturgy: Good
Friday. Commemoration and Veneration
of the Cross. Newman Center.
esidential L1r0
Reminder: On-
Campus Residents
Quality of Life surveys are due
Friday, March 29.
Please place in the designated box
near your residence hall
mailroom.
Remember, there is a $150
contribution to the DGB in the
hall with the highest proportion of
returns.
Thanks for your input on this
sufvey.
Residential Life
The Divzion of Sttxleni: Affairs
1.+1••••-. -
6:30 p.m. InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship. An interdenominational
group of students desiring to listen to
the word of Jesus and wrestle with their
implications for our lives. Skeptics are
welcome. Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.
7:00 p.m. Catholic Liturgy. Celebration
of the Passion and Death of Christ.
Newman Center.
Saturday 30 Passover
8:00 p.m. Catholic Liturgy: Holy
Saturday/Easter Vigil. Newman Center.
Sunday 31 Easter Sunday
Catholic Liturgies. 9:30 a.m.,. 11:30
a.m., and 6:15 p.m. Newman Center.
5:00 p.m. Protestant Worship and
Celebration. Followed by a light
supper. Wilson Center (The A-frame).
Tuesday 2
6:00 p.m. Student Reflection & Action
Group. The Wilson Center, 67 College
Ave. (The A-frame). 866-4227.
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Response
Kurth comics are
too often sexist
To the Editor:
- Steve Kurth just broke the
camel's back. Campus Comic's
"Lunch" has been getting on my
nerves, and the March 22 strip was
the last straw. Steve does once in a
while convey humor and/or a
thought provoking message, but it
seems that every time women are
drawn into his strips, the only things
that stand out are their large sky-
high breasts and their IQ's that
nearly float off the newspaper page!
This last comic, of two superficial
groupy women having a lame,
bubble-headed conversation,
lacked both humor and message.
Steve, I challenge you to re-
view your representations of
women and consider the stereo-
types you are projecting and per-
petuating. I would dare to guess
that there are many more women
than you are aware of who cringe
at some of your "humor." Please
don't react defensively Just think
about what you are saying and at
who's expense.
Cherie Condon
Old Town
CHF 351 about relationships
To The Editor:
I am writing this letter in re-
sponse the woman who wrote
about CHF 351 (Human Sexu-
ality) and said, "You have to
be pretty stupid not to get an
A.- Well, first of all, I am not
stupid and neither are my
Classmates! I did not get an A
on my first exam, I got a C!
This woman's perception on
CHF 351 is all wet! It is not an
easy course! There are papers
that must be written, projects
that must be done, and about 8
required books to read
CHF 351 requires much more
of my time then some of my
other courses, and the material
taught is much more in depth
then what we were taught in
high school science courses, or
what we can "pick up" from TV
ads, magazines and newspapers.
CHF 351 teaches us how to
relate better with each other,
which in turn helps us to have
better relationships.
If this woman thinks she knows
so much about sex already,
I'm sure Dr. Caron wouldn't
mind if she lectures the class,
or maybe sit in and take one of
our exams. I think all the smart
people are in CHF 351 be-
cause we are learning how to
make relationships better!
Paula Kuhn
Glenbum
Short term thinking hurting the country
To the Editor
Short term thinking has become
a disabling trend of many organi-
zations today and our mother earth
is suffering severely as a result.
Energy conservation efforts
require funding from sources out-
side of a company's stream of
earnings just like other investment
projects.
Yet, despite the savings in cost,
an organization will gain from
modernizing existing plants for
energy efficiency outside funding
is not sought by top managers.
The reason is simple, many en-
ergy conservation projects do not
impact product quality or cause
an immediate impact on produc-
tion capacity.
This is a case of short term
thinking which overlooks profits
offered by small and medium-
sized energy related investments.
It is also becoming a trend which
What happened to
common courtesy?
To the Editor,
What the hell ever happened to
respect and common courtesy? As
a sophomore, I attend many large
classes. I have been amazed and
appalled at the rude, immature,
and abusive behavior demonstrat-
ed by too many students.
It is ridiculons to have to explain
what appropriate behavior is to a
college student. Obviously it needs
to be said that talking while an
instructor is tiring to lecture is
rude It i§ equally rude to get up
and leave during a lecture. Like-
wise, leaving is abusive to'your
fellow students when you stumble
over their feet. We may be trying
to listen and learn. For heavens
sake, if you must talk or if you
simply cannot sit still for 50 min-
utes, stay home! Let those of us
who wish to listen and learn do just
that
Pamel Powell
Brewer
is depleting our earth's natural
resources.
There is something that can be
done, though it is difficult. A pub-
lic law was passed on June
30,19119.
It was number 101-45 of the
101st Congress during its first
session
This law demanded America's
Gross National Product figures
take into account the negative
'mpac: that degradation of natural
FORMER
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
RAMSEY
Spiritual ignorance brings disorder
To The Editor
We have heard much big talk
recently of the emergence of a
New World Onier, but precious
little of the matairation of a New
Humanity which must reconstruct
the crumbling Qld World Disor-
de!.
The single ro lit cause of the Old
World Disorder simply stated - is
spiritual ignoraice. In a state of
spiritual enlightlinment, the soul is
fully aware the iirivate wealth - in
excess of comfort - becomes the
soul's false identity.
Since this identity is false, an
increase of wealth cannot satisfy
the soul Thus in spiritual igno-
rance, the soul grows ever more
greedy frustrated, angry and hate-
ful. It seeks to conquer and control
others and other nations to prove
to its insecure, false self that it is
the real self. Thus does a spiritual-
ly ignorant Old Humanity war
against itself, accelerating pover-
ty, loneliness, confusion, fear, and
stress (the single greatest cause of
all illness and accidents).
So what about the New Hu-
manity? They are the meek, the
salt of life, the rich soil out of
which the New World Order will
sprout, and blossom when the Sun
of the New Dawn manifests Its
soul-liberating Truth.
The New Humanity will radiate
the power of sun-like generosity,
and ride the winds of clear-head-
edness They will not falsely iden-
tify themselves as the awakening
God on Earth, in humanity and in
All Thalls. Avatar Mehe# Baba ki
jai!
Dan E. Evans
Bangor
resources has on the U. S. A ' slong-
term economic development
I would like to see this law be
extended to American organiza-
tions
.11 would be profitable for all
of the parties involved if each
American organization were held
accountable for calculating their
net income only after subtracting
a user cost for natural resources.
As one U.N. report in 1985
called "Our Common Failure" put
it, "Evaluation might be based ei-
ther on the principle of replace-
ment or willingness to pay... It is
not clear that any greater arbitrari-
ness would be involved than al-
ready exists in current estimates of
man-made capital, especially if one
counts obsolescence or moral de-
preciation as well as physical."
Jeanette Brawn
Estabrooke Hall
Many actions are
caused by race
To The Editor:
Regarding Police Chief Howe's
statement about the brawl, in-
volving nine white men assaulting
two black men: "not racially moti-
vated."
They called to me, "Run Chink,
Run!" (Not to worry: it wasn't
racially motivated).
They waited for me every day
on my way to class. "Hey, Chink!"
(Not to worry: it wasn't racially
motivated).
They called my boss about the
"Chinese waiter." They shouted at
me as I served piizas to my cus-
tomers and I had to find another
job because even though it was not
"racially motivated: it hurt like hell.
; They haven't, for two and a half
years, given me a job, but (Not to
worry: it's not racially motivated).
And when I have tried to tell
them of these things, (even though
they are not racially motivated), I
am told, "Not to worry"; I'm, in
your words, "assuming things," for
(these things are not racially moti-
vated).
Michael Serizawa Brown
Graduate Student
Letters to the
Editors should be
less than 250
words.
1.41,A
411.
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Trooper testifies in murder trial Kantrowitz
By Claudia Coates
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON, Pa. (AP) A woman
accused of 'killing her husband after he had
taped her and her teen-age boyfriend as they
plotted the slaying tearfully confessed to the
crime, a state trooper testified Monday.
Trooper Roy G. Fuller said he interviewed
Mary Kay Cassidy, 29, of Monongahela on
March 11, almost a month after the death of
her husband had been ruled a suicide.
John Cassidy, 33, died Feb. 13 of a shot-
gun blast to the throat.
Fuller said he played a tape-recording for
() seconds, she told him, —That's
Mrs. Ca.ssit during questioning and that
after about 
enough, you can turn it off."
After Mrs. Cassidy paused to drink a soda,
Fuller Said he asked her, "You killed your
husband, didn't your
"She dropped her head and her eyes started
swelling with tears and she said, 'Yes,—
 the
trooper testified Monday morning.
Fuller did not specify what was on the
tape, but Mrs. Cassidy was charged with
criminal homicide after several of the Cassi-
dy's relatives gave state police a tape-record-
ing of conversations between Mrs. Cassidy
and a teen-age boy who was allegedly her
lover. Police have said the woman and David
Bowers, 18, were recorded by Cassidy plot-
ting Cassidy's death.
Bowers, who used to bunt with Cassidy,
was charged with conspiracy to commit
criminal homicide. Police concluded he and
Mrs. Cassidy were romantically involved
because of the recording and personal notes
found at the house.
The tape was brought to police by four of
the Cassidys' relatives, including Mrs.
Cassidy 's brother, Edward Hill, and her older
sister, Bonnie Jean McKiney, 37.
In addition to having five children with his
wife, Cassidy, 33, was the father of four of
Mrs. McKinley's children and a 10th child by
another woman, according to Mrs. Cassidy.
Mrs. Cassidy was ordered held without
bond pending a preliminary hearing
Wednesday. A juvenile court autholity ordered
home-hound prisoner status for Bowers, who
faces a hearing to determine if he will be
prosecuted as an adult. He was 17 when
Cassidy was killed.
UNIVERSITY OF•MAINE
Women's History Week
March 20-28. 1991
4t. fv:At
zita4.‘6e
All events are free itnd open to t14! public unless otherwiseindicated. For sign interpretation or mobility
information, contact Kathy Sch1hnoeller, 207/ 581-
2 3 2 0
Wednesday, 27 March
11:30AM-12.30PM Jean Stcwu Disahled. Temak. and Proud ari,it re r.
Eastport Hall Lobby, Bangor Campus
12:15-1:30PM
3 30PM9
Grav Roots. the History o f Local Women's Oryonizanons(panel discussion) 
Bangor Las inges, Menu Mal Union
lull Ker Conway. WriMn.A' Women HtsMy Wbtre Have We
Come From. What's in the Future? (lecture),
Bangor Lounges, Memorial Union
Thursday, 28 March
11:45AM Freedom ktags (video)..
Eastport Hall Lobby, Bangor Campus
12:(X)PM
1:00PM
4:00PM
Burden qf War.: Women and Agent Orarox (video and
Bangor Lounges, Memorial t Ink m
Renate Breidenthal. Differences and /Artie:Nes. ,Gernutn
and American Women (lecture) 
103 Eastport Hall, Bangor Campus
Renate Breicicnthal. The 7hrt-v Faun (E L1 Wlen_th
Divided mid United Germany (lecture) 
Bangor Lounges, Memorial Union
7:30PM Ah! Women (play), 
Hauck Audit( WitIM (free admission)
9:00PM
9
Chocolate Buffet to Support Spruce Run
For tickets ($10.(X)/person), call Ann Schonberger, 942-405(evenings); Terri Lewis, 942-8589 (days): or leave a
message at Spmce Run, 945-5102.
Itniversity Club, Memorial Union
For a complete listing and more information of Women's History Week
events, call the 'WIC Office 581-1228 or Memorial Union Information
inter 581-17401111111111imra
-4446444644 
,....er"0"9,... 1 I •
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Black vigil. Every Friday, women stand in the
central place of their community for an hour
of silent protest with one sign saying "End
The Occupation."
At the beginning of this year it looked as
if a resolution may be near, but hopes were
dashed when Saddam Hussein spoke up for
the Palestinian cause.
"Israel believed this violated any kind of
trust which might have led to a settlement
between the Israelis and Palestinians,"
Kantrowitz said.
Despite the Palestinian support for Hus-
sein, they did not want the Persian Gulf war
They were more surprised that someone was
standing up to the United States.
"We are not a very well liked country over
there," said Kantrowitz.
Where are things to go?
"I don't know," Kantrowitz said. "I
think anyone who says they do is fantasiz-
ing."
TAs appreciated from page 7
future for graduate stipends is uncertain and at
a crucial turning point, according to Peterson.
"If they decide they can't raise the stipend
levels for graduate students, even though other
universities around the country are raising
theirs, then we're going to be in an increasingly
worse and worse place," he said.
"What happens is that it snowballs. If you
go three or four years where the stipend levels
don't change, then it's very difficult to be
competitive. I'm not optimistic."
"I see more and more attention being
made to recruit athletes than on recruiting
excellent graduate students," he said. "I don't
have any probleni with recruiting athletes
when scholars are recruited equally as well. I
don't see that happening."
While low stipend levels directly affect
the students, they also affect the university's
ability to attract quality graduate students.
"I don't blame students who, if they have
a choice between two equally good institu-
tions, chose the school with the higher sti-
pend," said Peterson. "Why would they chose
the school with the lower stipend and lower
levels of support?"
Despite low stipends. UMaine has had no
difficulty recruiting quality students, said
Burn.
While some benefits of being a TA are
obvious, such as free tuition and money, some
aren't so clear, or expected. 
•
Karen Buskalo, a second-year TA in speech
communication and graduate of UMaine, said
being a TA not only gave her a better under-
standing of her subject, but also of herself.
"It has done a lot for my confidence, being
able to get in front of a class," she said. "I've
thought about teaching because the this ex-
perience, something I hadn't even considered
it before. I wouldn't have missed this for
anything."
Attention Creative
Writers
Students seeking admission to English 307,- Writing Fiction,English 308, Writing Poetry, and English 405, Directed Writing, are nowrequired to submit a manuscript for cotoilderation by creative writingfaculty. The deadline for submission this year is April 4. Contact theEnglish Department for specific guidelines.
A QUESTION EVEN STRAIGHT "A" STUDENTS
FIND TOUGH TO AMER.
tat le probably wary; to nerd
help Sling n waved thebiniks
about war Nome
Thin why tholes Coopetaiwo
Etiurabon. A itittortoode pogrom that
heirs cone* students get sen jobs
lug test pay, Wewle they w plane
an edneitird
Write Comp Fai. 13cn 999.
Roston, la A 112115 lor unite atrowrs
to hINV pay47.1. .thugmh
allege. Alai
EdoestiaL
vim ow • Ompr•
FOC details. contact:
Your Department Faculty Coordinator
Cooperative Education Office
Wingate Hall, 2 Moor 581-1344
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Lick's time at UMaine marked by changes and positive growth
11
from page 1
the past five years has been the result of Lick
successfully "con vincing people to be a part
of UMaine."
A newly renovated fitness center built
entirely with privitte funds, and a $2 million
donation by Mr. Harold Alfond to expand
Alfond Arena ar partially indicative of
these accomplishments.
Ian McCaw, assistant athletic director,
said football, men's and women's basket-
ball, the hockey program and baseball have
become more competitive during Lick's
tenure.
Because of UMaine's prominent and
successful athletics program, McCaw be-
lieves "better feelings about the University"
have been generated.
McCaw said a good athletics program
attracts students and donors, and is "overall,
better for the university.
"Athletics is like a label on 3 soup can,"
he continued. "If you have great soup, but a
lousy label, no one will want to try it. Here,
we have a pretty good label and because of
that people are willing to try our soup."
McCaw also indicated a "tremendous
growth in the applicant pool by about 20-30
percent," and a rise in student enrollment
from 10,000 to approximately 13,3(X).
When asked if a more prominent athlet-
ics program is believed to have influenced a
higher enrollment, McCaw said it may have
done so indirectly.
McCaw said the impact of Lick's depar-
ture on the athletics program was "impossi-
ble to forecast."
Aceto said during Lick's tenure, the
UMaine's athletics program was "very
modest" and would continue to be so, even
after Lick leaves.
John Halstead, vice president for Student
Affairs, laid a "number of substantive
changes" have occurred during Lick's
leadership. These changes include the se-
curing of bond moneys for academic affairs
and the construction of the Doris Twitchell
Allen Village, which he feels "provides a
new and exciting life-style for the students,
According to Halstead, other develop-
ments that have occurred during the past five
years include:
-a rise in admission standards, in regards
to SAT scores and high school qualifications,
which has enabled UMaine to recruit high
quality students
-an increase in the student aid offered.
Halstead said Lick supported initiatives to
create scholarships in the minorities, the
arts, and the Presidential Scholar program
-working with student government to
extend learning experiences outside the
classroom
Halstead said the number of minority
and international students has risen signifi-
cantly under Lick, and because of this the
"whole conununity has been enriched."
Halstead said even though Lick is leav-
ing, creating a more receptive campus for
minority and international students is an
"institutional commitment" and will contin-
ue to be so.
. Halstead said although Lick is leaving
UMaine during "difficult times", his depar
ture will present an "opportunity to reflect
on UMaine 's missions and goals to see where
we've been."
Gregory Brown, vice president for Re-
search and Public Services, said during Lick's
presidency, he attracted a science program
of national excellence to UMaine called the
National Center for Geographic Informa-
tion and Analysis.
According to Woodbury, no other Maine
institution has been successful in doing so.
Brown indicated among Lick's other
accomplishments, he was suc es.sful in col-
lecting funds for interdisciplinary research
and Cooperative Extension programs such
as Youth at Risk, Food Safety and Small
Business Management.
In the area of agriculture, Brown said two
programs, Sustainable Agriculture and Waste
Utilization Resources, have expanded.
During Lick's tenure, Brown also- indi-
cated several affiliate rural health and eco-
nomic developments were formed, as well
as a more active graduate program
Brown said Lick's leadership has been
"innovative," and will be missed.
Brent Littlefield, vice president of stu-
dent government, said Lick has "provided
the campus with a vision that we can be big."
Littlefield believes Lick "put us on the
p" and moved UMaine "into the 20th
NOOPM•
century" by supporting the installation of
the telecommunications system.
"We need a president with the same kind
of vision—one who is proud," he said.
Littlefield said he hopes UMaine's next
president will be a good administrator, who
gets things done, and who is friendly with
the faculty and students.
"I'd like to see our president eating
pizza in the Bear's Den with the students,"
he said.
Littlefield also said he'd like to see a
"little less red tape.
And added, "We don't need as many
administrators as we have now."
Littlefield believes Lick's departure
during these difficult times is "worrisome,"
but he said he is confident "the Governor
and Legislature will help us."
At the same time Littlefield said getting
a new president is "an exciting time for us."
Woo(lbury said he thinks Lick will be "a
very dynamic leader" at FSU, as he has been
at UMaine. •
"I wish him the best. He's been a good
colleague," he said.
"We're all going to
said.
miss him," Aceto
Recycle The Maine Campus. Use it
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put in a recycling bin.
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9:00-3:00
Memorial Union-Second Floor
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
USM from page I
collective bargaining units was the only action
they could take now to ease the anticipated
budget shortfall for the coming year
The raises for non-unionized employees
were approved two years ago when the uni-
versity entered into three-year contracts with
unions representing other staff members at
the seven campuses.
The board said modification of those
contracts, along with program cuts and tuition
increases, are the only way the university can
make up for expected budget cuts without
resorting to massive layoffs.
Preliminary discussions with the unions
have already begun, the university noted.
Officials have projected a state budget
deficit of some $970 million for the two-year
period beginning this July, but the Legislature
and Gov. John R. McKernan have yet to agree
on the size of budget cuts for the university.
In other action, the board authorized a
study of two-year degree programs within the
university system.
In establishing a seven-member review
committee, the board confirmed the central
role of the University of Maine at Augusta as
the system's community college and sought
recommendations about the community col-
lege functions of its six other campuses.
The committee will make its initial report
as the May meeting of the trustees and will
submit its final typo' t in July.
Pattenaude, whose salary was set at
$98,500, will live in the president's house on
USM's Gorham campus.
A Seattle native, Pattenabde holds a bach-
elor's degree from San Jose State University
in California and a doctorate from the Uni-
versity of Colorado. He taught at Drake
University from 1974 to 1980, when he took
an administrative fict at the State University
of New York at Binghamton.
He was selected for the USM presidency
from a field of 114 applioants and nominees.
Patricia Collins, who headed the preiider-
tial search committee, hailed Pattenaude as"
... An energetic and experienced leader whp
will be able to maintain the momentum rit
USM toward enhanced academic quality His
talents would be an asset at any time, but he
will be especially effective during this time of
lean budgets and hard choices"
left to do yourtaxes.
Give us a call.
PROTAX TAX SERVICE
"Professional tax preparation with
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attention, contact the Editor
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stop by the office in the base-
ment of Lord Hall.
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Black Bears take aim at Wildcats in Final FourBy Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
One day at a time. One game at a time.
One period at a time.
This is how University of Maine hockey
coach Shawn Walsh wants his team to pre-
pare in its quest for the national champion-
ship.
"We've been focused in on the next
game all year," Walsh said. "The talk and
the focus now is one team. We have to focus
on Maine hockey."
The first team the Black Bears will have
to focus on is Northern Michigan. The
Wildcats have compiled a 36-5-4 record
overall, withl two of those losses coming
against UMaine just before Thanksgiving.
But Walsh was quick to add that both
teams have improved since November In
fact, the Wildcats are undefeated in its last
24 games, going 22-0-2 since Dec. 21.
"Both teams are significantly better than.
when we played in November," Walsh said.
"But by playing them, the players have an
idea of how good the team really is."
Northern Michigan head coach Rick
Comley agreed
"These are not the same two teams that
met in November," he said. "Both teams
have improved and I expect a great game."
According to Walsh, the Wildcats present
a huge defensive problem for opponents
because of its great offensive skills.
"They are the UNLV of college hockey,"
Walsh said. "Their centers are the key, and
they have some great snipers. You real l%
have to tighten up your defensive awarene,:,
against them."
Northern Michigan is led by Hobey Baker
Finalists Scott Beanie and Brad Werenka.
Beattie, a sophomore center, tallied 45
The UMaine hockey team hopes to expand its diet to include Wildcats when they take
on Northern Michigan Thursday in St. Paul, Minn. (Photo by John Baer.)
goals and 38 assists for 83 points on the year.
Werenka, a senior defenseman, led the na-
tion's blue-liners in points after scoring 19
goals and 42 assists for 61 points during the
season.
In all, the Wildcats feature 10 players
who have scored at least 30 points. The top
threats include: Jim Hiller (21-40-61), Tony
Szabo (38-20-58), Dallas Drake (21-35-56),
Kevin Scott (27-28-55) and Mark Beaufait
(18-29-47).
Senior goaltender Bill Pye has seen the
majority of the time between the pipes, and
has put up some very impressive numbers.
Pye has gone 30-3-4 with a 2.75 goals
against average and a .889 save percentage
in 37 games.
Rob Knihlak, who lost to UMaine 4-2 on
Nov. 24, has a 5-2 record with a 2.52 GAA
and a .888 save percentage in II games.
Jim Montgomery has quietly taken over
the scoring lead for the Black Bears, and in
the NCAA playoff series against Minneso-
ta, he had a goal and four assists.
The sophomore center from Montreal,
Que., went over the 80-point plateau last
weekend, and now has 24 goals and 57
assists for 81 points.
Montgomery's linemate, sophomore
right wing Jean-Yves Roy, is just shy of 80
points. Roy has compiled 34 goals and 44
assists for 79 points.
The third member of the line, sophomore
left wing Brian Downey, has 29 goals and 33
assists for 62 points on the year.
Junior defenseman Keith Carney has been
streaking through the playoffs, scoring goals
in each of the last five games. He how has
seven goals and 49 assists for 56 points
In addition, the already potent UMaine
See WILDCATS on page 14
UMaine earns split with George Washington Univ.
By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer
Junior left-hander Larry Thomas hurled
a four-hit shutout in the second game of
Sunday's doubleheader as the University of
Maine baseball team won 2-0, earning a
split following a 12-10 loss in the first game.
Thomas, who put together a bnlliant
outing in UMaine's 2-1 loss to the Univer-
sity of Miami earlier this year, walked only
one while striking out four. He improved his ,
record to 1-3 on the seAson.
Tim Scott and Shanan Knox each horn-
ered to give Thomas (1-2) all the support he
would need as the Black Bears upped their
record to 12-10 following the win.
Mike Welch (3-1) went the route for the
Colonials (l4-11 - 1) giving up five hits while
striking out four and walking three.
In the first game Sunday, UMaine starter
Ben Burlingame (1-3) was roughed up to the
tune of 14 hits and 11 runs in 4 innings of
work. Burlingame also struck out two and
did not issue a walk.
Ed Therrien relieved Burlingame and
pitched well, allowing just two hits and a run
over four innings. He walked one and struck
out one.
George Washington jumped out early,
pushing its lead to 11-1 after three innings.
The Colonials scores four in the first and six
in the second, to go along with single runs in
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both the third and fifth innings.
Welch led the way, this time from the
centerfield position. He went 4 for 5, in-
tluding five RBI. Leadoff man Ken LeVan
also racked up four hits while scoring four
runs Allen Browning and Greg Orlosky
also both homered for the Colonials.
UMaine was led by Brian Seguin's three
singles, Shanan Knox who homered twice
in four at-bats and Shawn Tobin, who con-
tinues to rip the ball. He went 2 for 4 with
three runs scored, including his first homer
on the season.
The Black Bears return to action this
week, travelling to Holy Cross on Thursday,
The University of Connecticut on Friday,
and then head for New York, where it will
play a pnir of games against New York Tech
on Saturday.
Hardball Hot-notes:
-T-minus 24 days till the home opener
for the Black Bears versus North Atlantic
Conference foe the University of Hartford.
-Knox had a huge series versus GW
coming up with a 6 for 12 weekend with four
homers, seven RBI and four runs scored.
-Designated hitter Shawn Tobin went
three for six against George Washington on
Friday, hi go along with his combined two
for seven performance Sunday. His five hits
included one double and his first round-
tripper of the season.
S.
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Once Again...
Live From the Union,
Not Just Another
It's 4i1 Saturday Night!!!!
Sat. April 6th
from 8p.m. to 12 midnight
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
sponsored by the Union Board
STILL MORE DETAILS TO COME!!!
ONIMIN1111.11.1111.111MmimiumialL
Applications and Nominations
are requested for the
University of Maine
Outstanding Achievement
Award
The University of Maine Outstanding Achievement
Award is presented to up to twelve students, either
undergraduate or graduate, for outstanding achievements
in non-academic endeavors. These awards will be
presented to students who received degrees in December,
1990 or who anticipate receiving degrees in May, 1991,
or August, 1991
1. Community Service public service in a broad
sense, either on or off campus.
2. Campus Citizenship - student government,
organizational leadership, creative activism.
3. Athletic Achievement
4. Arts and Communication - graphic arts, language
arts, music, theatre arts, and/or media.
Deadline: NOON, FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1991. Application forms.
can be picked up and returned together with a letter of nominatior
or endorsement to the Center for Student Services, ATTN. mr.
Dwight Rideout, Assistant Vice-President and Dean of Student
Services, Third Floor, Memorial Union. ( telephone 1406)
........masati ggramarstassairamaria
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New all-weather track
planned for Fall of '91
By Dan Costello
Staff ‘1 riter
Whether you run for pleasure, for sport, or
simply to keep fit, you have most likely fre-
quented the University of Maine's outdoor
track and are aware of its pitiful condition.
"We're probably the only school in Div I,
II, or III that still does not have an all weather
track," said Tom Boeh, chairman of the
committee responsible for the construction of
the new track facility.
Boeh described UMaine's current track
surface as "ancient." It's simply hard black
asphalt littered with potholes runners must
high-step. The hard surface is also brutal on a
runner's knees, he said.
The proposed new track will be made with
an all-weather polyurethane surface. The
new track would give track teams a training
facility which would help them to compete
better with opponents.
Students, staff and the people of nearby
communities would also benefit from the
new track. Boeh sees the track not as a
revenue producer, but as a better facility for
all to use
Local high schools, the Special Olympics,
the public and other sports programs are just
a few of possible beneficiaries of the Un-
proved facility.
The new, improved track will be built over
the existing one, which surrounds the football
field at Alumni Field. The first shovel is
scheduled to break ground June 10 upon the
conclusion of the annual Special Olympics
As with other athletic programs, the fund-
ing for the new track will be sponsored through
private sources. The approximate cost of the
renovations is estimated at $400,000.
The total cost includes taking off the top
18 inches of surface arid putting down insula-
tion to stop the frost line and prevent frost
heaves. The insulation will be topped with
asphalt and finally a polyurethane surface.
The type of finish the top layer receives
will depend on budget allowances. The top
quality surface, which the committee wld
like to see installed, is made of a resistant
rubber that is both durable and easy on a
runner's legs.
The construction job has not been award-
ed to a company as of yet, but the Systerns
Office will begin accepting bids in a week.
Construction will not interfere with the
conditions of the football field, or the posi-
tioning of the bleachers, Both said. The job
will also be completed prior to the football
season to avoid unnecessary inconveniences.
The new facility will have an open-door
policy for use which will be similar to the
existing policy of the fieldhouse track.
Black Bears host indoor
soccer tourney Saturday
The University of Maine will host its 13th
annual indoor soccer tournament Saturday,
March 30, at Memorial Field House.
Competing in the round robin tournament
are the Fredericton Rangers of New Brun-
swick, Canada, the Atlantic Regional Train-
ing Centre of the Canadian Soccer Associa-
tion, a UMaine alumni team and UMaine's
blue and white teams.
"We're hoping Fredericton will be corn-
petiti ve, and the team from the Training Centre
is a developmental team for the Canadian
National Soccer Association, and they won
the tournament last year," said Jim Dyer,
UMaine soccer coach. •
The tournament will open with a 10 a.m.
match between Maine Blue and Maine White.
The Blue team features goalkeeper Seb
D'Appolonia, along with Gary Crompton,
Peter Gardula, Mike Camelo, Todd Sniper,
Jason Charles, Pat Laughlin and Mike Enos
The White team is comprised of Jim Berg,
Adam Loovis, Tim Dean, Scott Little, Ben
Kellahan, Jamie Hemingway and goalkeeper
Matt Szwed.
"We're kind of thin because of injuries,
but that means a lot of playing time for the
guys, which is what they like," Dyer said.
The round robin part of the tournament
Wildcats
power play will become even stronger with
the return of defenseman Brian Straub, who
missed the Hockey East championship game
with a knee injury. Straub has six goals,
three on the power play, and 23 assists for 29
points.
Both Mike Dunham and Garth Snow are
coming off strong performances against
Minnesota, and Walsh is going to continue
r+ qAting them in net
will continue every half hour with the final
game to be played at 2:30 p.m.
The playoffs will begin at 3.30 p.m., with
the preliminary round featuring the No. 4 and
No. 5 seed of the round robin segment of the
tournament. The winner of the preliminary
round will face the top seeded team at 4:30
p.m. and the No. 2 seed vs. No. 3 seed will
begin at 4 p.m. The championship game will
take place at 5:15 p.m.
Games will consist of two 12-minute
halves with a one minute break for halftime.
In the event of a tie in the quarter or semifinal
rounds, a maximum of two five minute sud-
den death overtime periods will be played. If
the match is still tied, a series of three penalty
kicks will be taken to determine the winner.
The tournament marks the end of the 1991
indoor soccer season .if UMaine. Plaques will
be awarded to both the championship team
and the runners-up, while individual awards
will be given to the most valuable player and
the all-tournament members.
A maximum of 12 players will be allowed
to dress for the competition and teams will
consist of five field players and a goalkeeper.
"These tournaments give the guys a chance
to compete, which keeps them sharp during
the off-season," Dyer said.
from page 13
Dunham, who is 14-4-2 with a 2,91 GAA
and 890 save percentage will get the nod
against the Wildcats, while Snow, 18-4,
2 97 GAA will play for the national champi-
onship if the Black Bears win Thursday.
"With the experience we have, it's going
to help us out in the long run," said junior tri-
captain Scott Pellerin. "We've been there
before so we know what to expect,"
4The Maine campus, Wednesday, March 27, 1991 
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UMaine basketball boss
wants to staPliew
By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
He's happy with his team, he's happy
with his job, he's happy were he is.
University of Maine men's basketball
coach Rudy Keeling said he doesn't have
any plans to leave the Pine Tree State.
Newspapers in Peoria. Ill., reported
that Keeling was a candidate for the head
coaching job at Bradley University.
The position became available when
Stan Albeck resigned as coach after five
seasons. Keeling was an assistant therefrom 1980-86.
"The reason my name came up at Bra-dley was because they were very successful
when I was there as an assistant," Keeling
said.
Keeling was part of the 1985-86 team
that went 32-3 and advanced to the NCAA
tournament.
"Now they're not doing so well and I
think they want to go back to the good old
days," he said.
Bradley, which plays out of the Mis-
sissippi Valley Conference, has compiled
a 19-40 record over the last two seasons,
going 8-20 this season.
Keeling has led the Black Bears to a
33-52 record during his three years, in-
cluding a 13-16, second-place North At-
lantic Conference finish. The team's best
finish in the NAC ever.
Keeling said Bradley sent him a letter
inviting him to apply, but as of March 26,
he had not applied. Instead, he said he
wanted to talk to some people first and .see
if the offer was sincere.
"I'm very happy with my team here,"
Keeling said. "My name has been tossed
arohnd without me having anything to do
with it. But that happens a lot with Divi-
sion I coaches. It's such a small job market
and schools have wish lists."
According to Keeling, Bradley will
announce its new head coach by April 15.
Keeling, who has one year remaining
on his present contract, is more worried
about the effect all the commotion and
speculation Will have on his players than
his getting a new job.
"I'm worried about it distracting the
kick," Keeling said. "I've had a meeting
with each of them and told them exactly
what I've told you. Hopefully that will
make them feel more comfortable about
things."
As for a contract, Keeling said after
all the excitement surrounding the hock-
ey team subsides, he hopes to sit down
and work one out.
"When things settle down, I hope they
offer me some more years," Keeling said.
"I want more years because I want to
stay."
Applications are now being accepted
for summer residence hall staff
positions for summer school and
summer programs.
Applications including job descriptions and
salary information are available at each area
office and at the office of Residential Life,
Estabrooke Hall.
Students do not have to be
current RA's to be considered
Deadline for applications is April 5, 1991
Boggs suffers minor injuries
in fall from moving vehicle
By Dave O'Hara
AP Sports Writer
Dami and hurting while stretched out on
the ground, Wade Boggs looked up at his wife
and asked, "Am I still alive?"
The Boston Red Sox' five-time American
League batting champion told Monday of his
"pretty dramatic experience" Saturday night
when he fell out of a moving pickup driven by
his wife, Debbie.
"I'm just glad to be alive," Boggs said.
"The back tire narrowly missed running over
my head."
Boggs, whose mother and grandmother
were killed in a traffic accident in 1986,
escaped with minor injuries treated first by his
wife and then by Red Sox trainer Charlie
Moss on Sunday.
While the team traveled to Sarasota for a
game with the Chicago White Sox Monday,
11111111
Boggs remained at Chain O'Lakes Park. He
walked gingerly, but got in some batting
practice.
"You'd never know he was hurting, he
could hit in his sleep," batting practice pitcher
Bill Maloney said after Boggs lined shots all
over the outfield
Boggs said he and his wife had dinner at a
nearby restaurant and when they left to go
home, they took a left onto U.S. 17 South.
"Ever since the death of my mother, I
haven't got into a car without buckling the
seat belt," Boggs said. "For some unknown
reason, I didn't Saturday night."
Boggs said that his wife was driving "about
25 miles an hour, something like that" when
he suddenly was thrown out
"The rear tire just missed running over my
head and I heard my wife screaming. When
she got to me, the first thing I asked her was,
'Am I still alive?'"
Now Accepting Applications for the Fall Occupancy
Hubbard Farms 
Call: 884-7464
• 2 bedroom/one bath
• luxurious rental units
Amenities include:
Sky lights, fireplaces, private washers
and dryers, microwaves, priyate deck, etc.
within 1/2 mile of campus. Private setting.
$775/month heat included
Now accepting applications for
Fall semester
FIRST MONTH RENT FREE
•
Save vs $100
Stop by and visit your ArtCarved representative during this specialevent. Check out our awesome collection of styles. ArtCarvedwill customize a college ring just for you with thousands ofspecial options. Don't delay—see your ArtCarved representativebefore thk twornot i on ends.
Date: March 27,28,29 (WED-FRI)
Timc 102,m-3pm
Place: University Bookstore
Deposit: $20 
Special Parnell! Flans A. ailable 111111111111E
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Refugees say rebellion crushed in Southern Iraq
By Greg Myre
Associated Press Write i
SAFWAN, Iraq (AP) - Refugees and
resistance fighters say government troops have
recaptured every major city in southern Iraq,
and Kurdish rebels report high ersiialties from
raids by helicopter gunships in the oil center
of Kirkuk.
The U.S. State Department said Monday
that its intelligence supported reports that
Iraqi troops have made gains in the south and
appear to be in control of Kirkuk and the other
main northern city, Mosul.
But Kurdish leaders maintained Tuesday
that Kirkuk was under their control.
Iraq's U.N. ambassador on Monday ac-
cused neighboring Iran of sending some
military units across the border and firing on
Iraqi soldiers in support of rebel groups in-
filtrating from Iran. Tehran denied the accu-
sations.
Resistance fighters and refugees, fleeing
Monday to Safwan and other U.S. military
outposts, said the mainly Shiite Muslim rebels
in the south have lost all the larger cities and
towns they controlled.
They said Saddam Hussein's loyalists have
used tanks, helicopters and heavy artillery to
crush the southern protests.
Bush administration officials were quoted
Tuesday as saying the continued helicopter
gunship attacks — in defiance of a U.S.
warning to Iraq against the use of aircraft --
were a key instrument in recapturing rebel
strongholds.
The report in The New York Times said the
administration was debating whether to be-
come more involved in protecting the rebels.
Iraq's use of aircraft in battling the rebels
would violate the terms of a temporary cease-
fire that went into effect last month. The U.S
Air Force shot down two Iraqi warplanes last
week for violating the ban.
Geddy's
"BUILD YOUR OWN BIKINI
• AND BATHING SUIT CONTEST"
:PRIZES INCLUDE Neon Light Tanning Sessions
:Rules: No Clodua. g Material
:Examples: Use Bumper Stickers, Flags, CD's, Cans
Most Creative Wins . . . This is not a beauty contest!
Friday March 29th Happy Hour 4-7
100 Lbs. of Buffalo Wings
No Cover 'til 8
•
T-Shirts .
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Tuesday, U.S. military officials in the
Saudi capital of Riyadh said the United States
has allowed Iraq to ferry its troops by heli-
copter. They said they could not confirm the
reports of Iraqi helicopter gunship attac Its.
In other developments:
— The official Iraqi news agency reported
Monday that Vice President Taha Yasin Ra-
madan had visited the city of Karbala and
urged reconstruction efforts to wipe out traces
of the rebellion
— The Iraqi U.N. ambassador, Abdul
Amir al-Anbari, said his country is ready to
return to Kuwait more than $1 billion in gold
and currency it seized.
In Washington, State Department spokes-
woman Margaret Tutwiler said "overall 1ev-
1s of fighting in (southern Iraq) continue to be
vlatively lower."
She said pro-Saddam forces were largely
n control of Mosul and Kirkuk.
But Kurdish rebel officials in the city of
Zakho along the Turkish border denied the
claim, saying Kirkuk had been in rebel hands
since Thursday.
Rebel leader Jalal Talabani arrived in
Zakho Tuesday after 18 months in exile, and
told thousands of cheering guerrillas he would
fight until "the whole of Iraq is liberated."
He said he would confer with other oppo-
sition leaders to establish a temporary gov-
ernment in Iraqi Kurdistan, most of which the
rebels claim to hold. Tuesday. Western re-
porters in Zakho and in Erbil, 90 miles to the
southeast, found them firmly in rebel hands.
Talabani said 500,000 Kurds are armed,
although only a few tens of thousands were
trained and organized fighters.
He heads the rebel Patriotic Union of
Kurdistan, which said many people were
killed in Kirkuk in two government air raids
on Monday. The rebels also said they shot
down one helicopter that attacked one of their
bases near the border with Turkey.
U.SJ Soviet University Pairing Program
Are You Interested in
Learning About
The Soviet
Union?
clGuest Lecturers
Informative &
Entertaining Films
Trips
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14? 4/0
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Reorganizational
Meeting!
7pm
Wednesday
April 3rd
120 Little Hall
THROUGH STUDENT EXCHANGE
Past Members And Newcomers Welcome
I.apartments
Stillwater, 83 Spring St., 5 BR. apt. available now! $800
heated. We are building our waiting list for Fall '91 Apply
now! F .1. REALTY 942-4815.
ORONO APTS.--Now showing & leasing for next fall.
Heat and Water included. For an appointment call 827-
7231. Also apartments for summer. Reasonable rates.
*BANGOR* Pinewood Apartments. Off Broadway exit.
2 bedroom townhome W/D. No pets, security deposit, 1
year le,sse $475 plus electric. 945-6955 or 945-5260.
Apartrient available for Summer Sublet. 2 bedrooms,
1 1/2 baths, dishwasher. S625/mo. heat & hot water
included. Available date negotiable. Call ilEhristine -at
866-2074 or 581-1270.
Available for Summer & Fall terms in private home 2
minute walk to University. Tel 866-2816 or 866-7888.
Apartitsents 1 2 7 bedrooms located within walking dis-
tance to University. Tel. 13E.6-2816.
Village Apartments-approx. 3 1/2 miles from UMO.
Newly Built and laundry facilities on premises. 1 bed-
room- $375.00 - 2 bedrooms-5425.00 per month. Call
Diane - 827-2554 for more info.
Guess what, kids? There's only Forty-five more days
'til graduation That's only 1080 hours.
employment
YOUR CAREER: WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER
TO PREPARE FOR IT? Interviews 115 Bennett 7 p.m.
Wednesday and 3:30 & 6:30 Thursday Call 866-5851 for
more info
HELP WANTED: Summer restaurant/fast food in Bar
Harbor Food/Retail experience helpful, but not neces-
sary Need manager, cooks & counter help. Send letter
to: Arcadia Cajun, Inc. 24 Kineo St. Bangor, ME 04401.
. N4d Employees? Advertise for help in The Maine
2ampus. Just cal 581-1273.
"
'7Iferf!.171- 1"1"".."111 04
. .
e your lassified ad
58112r3 today!
lost Sz. fiound
Olympus 0M-1N camera, gray padded case, stolen from
car at Oronoka Sat. night 3/16. 4 rolls film worthless to
you, priceless to me, please return film to RFD 1, Box
275A, Argyle. No questiols asked. Any info leading to
return of camera will be r?warded.
Found: Pair of glasses in Memorial Union. Call 866-2140
and ask for Chris.
LOST SOMETHING? Lost & Found ads in The
Maine Campus are free of charge. Just call 581-1273.
,
miscellaneous
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER?—jet there
anytirne with AIRHITCH® for 1160! (Reported in Let's
Go!) AIRHITCH® 212-864-2000.
GET YOUR DREAM JOBS NOW! 100's of addresse.
and telephone nunsbeis of JOBS OPEN IN PARADISE
California, Florida, National Parks, Cruise Ships, Ra ft ing—fcl
Spring and Summer. HAVE A PAID VACATION. .CALL
1 -900-226-2644. Toleph.onc call will cost $3.00 for each
for sale
P5/2 Style 12Mhz 286 W/ 1.2Mb FD 40 Mb HD 12"
Amber Monitor 2S 2P 1 Mb RAM 101 Kybd $775.
Systems from $395 (207)9913-2463.
ELECTRIC GUITAR: Heritage w/ case, tobacco starburst
finish, leather shoulder strap, perfect condition!! Worth
$800 Sell $300 or b.o. 866/2115.
Ki-tech racing Bicycle, 14spd Miele, extended handle-
bars, used less than 10 times, 1480, a steal. 581-4770 TIM
in rm 70.
Headhunters rule
, strippers
MA L. E.: ST RIPPE:It- Wedding showers, birthdays, etc -
a :real gift. Call 947-4220.
